24. An amiable person. (Lit: 'Like Adam.') Human, approachable, etc.

25. He performed (the obligation of) the Hajj (Pilgrimage to Mecca in the month of pilgrimage).

26. ....which will inevitably lead to....

27. ‘In thanking Mr. ... we must not forget ....’

28. The call to prayer of: Dawn; Noontime; Late Afternoon; Sunset; Evening.

29. Announcing the end of ....
knows where the shoulder is
best eaten from!

44. Full board. (Lit. : eating and drinking and sleeping).

45. After much ado; after a good deal of beating around the bush.

46. From beginning to end; from Alpha to Omega. (Esp. in context of knowing a subject thoroughly).

47. There is no God but God.

48. God, may He be praised and exalted!

49. God, may His majesty be glorified!

50. God, may He be exalted and glorified!
80. It is clear/obvious/ needs no saying that....

81. Apparently.

82. Apparently.

83. Vile language.

84. He made every effort.

85. He made the most extreme efforts/he did as much as he possibly could.

86. An unjustified/unprovoked attack.

87. The good/obedient son.

88. "Believe (even) in a stone and you will be healed". (Proverbial).
89. He came in in a towering rage.

90. He is still a wealthy man.

91. An Absurd/silly/stupid question.

92. God bless you!

93. He put the plan forward for discussion.

94. A glimmer of hope.

95. To some extent.

96. They hit each other.
144. An integral part of...  144. جَزَا لا يَنْتَجَرَا مِنْ

145. Thank you very much.  145. مَعَ جَزِيلٍ الشُّكْرِ

146. Lit.: ‘From the quiver (of arrows)’. Often = ‘Oh, just something I dashed off’.

147. Much ado about nothing.  147. طَوَاهِينَ تَجَّجَجُعُ ولا أَرَى طَحَنَا. (Lit.: Millstones grinding away but yet I see no grain.)

(Proverbial).

148. And he began to write.  148. وَجَعَلَ يَكْتَبُ

149. His Majesty.  149. جَلَالَةُ الْمَلِكِ

150. God, may His majesty be glorified!
151. The whole thing is.../ in a nutshell.

152. Addition/subtraction/multiplication/division.

153. The whole/entire world.

154. A large crowd of people.

155. And he said, among other things/inter alia.

156. I have nothing to do with this (Lit.: I have in it neither a female nor a male camel).

157. Side by side.

158. Of the greatest/most extreme importance.
165. The rising generation/
younger generation.

211. By the beginning of Ramadan.

212. Good offices. (Diplomacy).

213. He arrived, giving praise and thanks. (Catch phrase).

214. He attributed the responsibility to him, made him responsible.


216. He did everything possible/went to the most extreme lengths in order to...
221. This is all a thing of the past. 

222. *Lit.*: ‘What a black piece of news!’ O, no! How awful! etc.

223. The last of the prophets. 

(Muhammad.) The seal of the prophets

224. *Lit.*: ‘They destroyed his home’. They gave him a hard time, ruined him, etc.
298. Non-Muslim communities under Muslim rule and protection.

299. It slipped his mind that...

300. It was in vain; it all went for nothing.

301. His outlook on life, his philosophy of life.

302. He recalled to people’s minds; he reminded his listeners/readers.

303. Of some importance, significance.

304. A relative.

305. On one occasion.

306. Autarky, self-sufficiency.
307. Head over heels.
308. Lit. : on my head. ‘I will do it right away’, etc.
309. At the head of a sizeable delegation.
310. His birthplace.

311. I wonder.......?
312. I feel myself obliged to...
313. Visibility is good.

314. The Lord of the Worlds.
315. Housewives (Lit. : ladies of the houses).
437. With no strings attached; unconditional.

438. Our legal rights.

439. Islamic legality.

440. A draft resolution/bill.

441. From East to West; all over the world.

442. The polytheists.

443. Proverbial. 'The pot of partnership never comes to the boil.'

444. He gave him a sideways glance.
473. Almighty God has spoken truly. *(Said when quoting from the Koran.)*

474. Proverbial. 'A friend in need is a friend indeed.'

475. The straight path.

476. Miscellaneous/sundry expenses.

477. Regardless of, irrespective of...

478. The past year.

479. Escalation of the crisis.

480. On the international plane internationally; in the international arena.
481. From now on; henceforth. من الآن وصاعدًا

482. Proverbial. 'Learning when young is like carving in rock.'

483. 'Just a lot of talk'.

Meaningless verbiage.

484. Empty-handed.

485. Lit: 'a zero on the left'. A person of no significance.

486. Proverbial. 'One hand cannot applaud'. Co-operation is necessary.

487. Unserviceable; unuseable.
558. Polygamy.

559. Incompetence.

560. Dissatisfaction, displeasure.

561. With the exception of...

562. The Tripartite Aggression.

(Common journalistic shorthand for the Suez campaign, 1956)

563. Proverbial: 'an excuse worse than the original fault.'

564. A thought occurred to him.

565. This is not the proper place to discuss....

566. This is a difficult and involved subject.
567. Martial law.
The Koran.

568. The tightest bond.

569. Totally devoid of any truth.

570. In the prime of his youth.

571. The remark has been attributed to X, that...

572. Honeymoon.

573. Proverbial. 'He who lives with the tribe for forty days becomes one of them.'
694. It is not within his power to...; he cannot.

695. Jerusalem.

696. Something irrelevant. Neither advances nor retards.

697. Smoothly. (For example, work going on.)

698. Of great antiquity.

699. Long, long ago....

700. He imitated the example of X.

701. The view was taken that... An..."  

702. The apple of his eye.

703. The meeting due to be held...
845. We draw your attention to...

(Attendant’s announcement, for example).

846. The use of car-horns is forbidden.

847. The national team. (Soccer, for example)

848. Demilitarized zone.

849. An area in dispute.

850. A war of attrition.
851. In compliance with the wishes of those attending the audience...

852. He agreed to forego his right (s).

853. The offence attributed to him.

854. I can never forget. (Catch phrase: 'If I forget I shall never forget...')

855. His share of that was nothing.

856. The (National) Lottery.

857. 50/50 (profit-sharing) agreement.
894. He began the session with...

895. At the beginning of our broadcasting for today.....

(Radio announcement).

896. Depreciation account.

897. And so on and so forth.

898. He was just about to get into his car.

899. Most sincere congratulations.

900. Something not to be taken lightly; something of importance.

901. Sports fans.
909. The situation is still tense.

910. A reliable source.

911. He has blind faith/confidence in him.

912. There is no thanks for what is a duty. *(Formal reply to thanks).*

913. An action deserving of gratitude.

914. Summary of the news. The headlines

915. To end this bulletin here again are the main points, ladies and gentlemen.
930. I cannot do other than to say...
931. I cannot....
932. Traditional phrase: 'You are most welcome'.

933. On the point of collapse.
934. (A problem) on the verge of a solution.

935. In his capacity as Chairman of the Council.

936. The two sides have not yet reached an agreement.

937. The other side requested some clarifications.
938. To put an end to the enemy's transgressions.

939. The plan was put into execution.

940. An objective study.

941. The complete form of 'ahlan wa sahlan!' (You are welcome: You have come accross your own people and you have trodden on even ground.)

942. Lower your voice!

943. The National Anthem.

944. Point of weakness.

945. We took in/absorbed the idea.
963. Proverb. 'Prevention is better than cure'

964. For sure; definitely; I can assure you! ('God is your agent!')

965. Traditional phrase: 'And place your trust in God'.

966. The Prophet's Birthday.

967. He was born in 1918.

968. As follows:

969. He took over the government.

970. The Heir-Apparent; Crown Prince (only if there is a royal family).

971. My Lords... (Title of great respect)

972. A man of arts; a gifted man.